Using a virtual grocery store to simulate shopping behaviour
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Introduction
Simulating a store environment by using virtual reality techniques offers important potential advantages for
research into consumer behaviour. Through the use of virtual reality, the store can be simulated in a realistic and
cost-efficient way [1,9]. This allows researchers to collect data in a tightly controlled but realistic store
environment, at relatively low cost and high flexibility [3]. Virtual supermarket systems are being used to study
consumers’ reactions to price changes of food products [12], emotional responses to retail environments [6], and
responses to emptied shelf space [4].
In order to fulfil its promise, a good understanding of which types of responses in a virtual environment resemble
real-life behaviour, and which do not, is vital. Identifying areas where caution is needed can prevent unjustified
generalizations of virtual reality outcomes [3]. At the same time, it is important to understand what the added
realism of virtual reality has to offer, over and above the use of simpler pictorial stimulus materials. For instance,
prior research has shown that an increase in visual realism can enhance spatial learning of a virtual layout [7] and
effectiveness and efficiency in navigation tasks [8]. The present study builds on and extends this work by
comparing a choice task using virtual reality to both a shopping trip in a real brick-and-mortar supermarket (with
a similar choice task) and a choice task using product pictures. The key question is in which ways the choice
behaviour of consumers is well represented in a virtual supermarket, and on which variables there are deviations
from reality.
A few prior studies have examined how consumer choices in a virtual store environment compare to actual sales
data (e.g., [2,3]). Yet, there are many reasons why market shares may differ from choices made in a virtual
environment, and not all are related to the use of virtual reality as such. Benchmarking against existing
methodologies is important to gain insight into the relative strengths and weaknesses of these methods. In virtual
reality, as opposed to a pictorial representation, people have a better view of individual products from all angles,
have a better feel for the shelf space assigned to products and the way shelves are organized, can manoeuvre
through the store, and get a better feel for the overall store atmosphere. Taken together, this should increase
people’s sense of being present in the virtual store and possibly allow for more habitual consumer behaviour to
occur.
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The virtual supermarket
The virtual supermarket was displayed using a PC with three LCD screens of 42 inch each, which resulted in a
180 degree field-of-view. The shopping simulation software was developed in collaboration with Green Dino BV
(www.greendino.nl), and the research conducted was part of the FOCOM project (http://www.focom-project.net/).
Participants could navigate through the virtual supermarket using keyboard and mouse. Eye-level was set
according to the average adult height. Participants could examine a product in more detail by double clicking on
it when standing in its vicinity. This provided them with an enlarged front view of the product itself, and an
enlarged view of the shelf tag, which contained a description of the product and its price. The software kept track
of the products chosen, the time at which products were selected, and the time that participants spent scrutinizing
specific products.

Pretest
Before conducting the main experiment, we performed a pretest (N = 90). The objective of this pretest was to
examine whether a virtual supermarket environment could engage people to feel more present in the store than a
more traditional approach (i.e., using product pictures) would. A sense of “presence” is often considered key to
virtual reality experiences [5,10,11,13]. It implies that a person has a sense of being in the virtual environment
(rather than being in the research lab). The pretest compared a mock shelf display, a representation of this shelf
display in virtual reality and a picture of the same shelf display. Results indicate that the use of a virtual
environment can indeed increase the perceived level of presence compared to a pictorial display.

Main experiment
The objective of the main experiment is to examine how consumer behaviour in a virtual environment compares
to behaviour in a real-life store and to behaviour when pictorial stimuli are used. Participants (N = 100) were
recruited by telephone from a consumer panel, and randomly assigned to one of three conditions in a three group
design. The pictorial and virtual reality conditions were constructed to match the assortments of fruit/vegetables,
biscuits, and milk of a local supermarket. Data collection in the real life store took place one week prior to the data
collection using representations of this store, in order to allow for the pictorial and virtual reality representations
to be matched closely to the real life situation (e.g., sales promotion material). Examples of the biscuits aisle are
provided in Figure 1.
Data collection in the physical store condition took place in a local supermarket. This supermarket contained 31
milk products (none of which had a promotional offering during the data collection period), 32 fruit/vegetable
products (five of which were on sale), and 230 biscuits (nine of which were on sale during the week of data
collection). In this condition, participants were greeted by a first research assistant at the entrance of the
supermarket. They received a brief task instruction and a shopping list containing the three focal product
categories. The procedure in the other two conditions was as similar as possible, with the exception that participants
in the virtual reality condition could first practice in a virtual store for as long as they needed to feel comfortable
with the setup. Participants received the same instruction and shopping list.The virtual supermarket showed a
realistic simulation of the actual store. All products from the product categories were presented, in the same shelf
position as in the actual supermarket and participants could walk around in the virtual environment using a
predefined shopping route and scrutinize products by using the keyboard and mouse.The picture condition showed
static screenshots of the virtual store on a regular desktop screen (19 inch). Screenshots showed (a) a view of the
whole virtual store, (b) an overall view of the target aisles, (c) a closer view of the shelves with index numbers
assigned to the products, and (d) pictures of the each individual product as well as its shelf tag. These were
connected using hyperlinks, so that participants could switch from product to product, or from shelf to shelf.
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Key dependent variables in this study are the amount of products selected from each product category, the amount
of different products selected (as a measure of variety seeking), average price paid, proportion of products bought
on sale, and proportion of products bought from top/middle/bottom shelves.

Figure 1. The biscuits aisle in reality, virtual reality, and as picture on screen

Results and discussion
ANOVA analyses were used to examine the amount of products bought for each product category, across the
conditions. Results show that consumers tend to buy more products in lab conditions than in the actual store.
Examining the amount of different types of products bought (a measure of variety) shows that the increased
purchases in the virtual environment appear primarily due to increased variety seeking. Moreover, for several
behavioural measures, the behaviour in the physical store is more closely resembled in the virtual environment
than in the picture condition. For instance, in the milk category, the virtual supermarket was better able to simulate
responses to vertical shelf position. Taken together, results indicate that although not all potential biases in
behavioural responses disappear, the virtual supermarket has advantages over the use of pictures when attempting
to simulate shopping behaviour.
This has important implications for the potential use of the virtual supermarket by retailers and manufacturers. A
virtual store can be used to study a large variety of relevant issues regarding consumer food choices, at the product
level (e.g., packaging, labelling), the assortment level (e.g., shelf space allocation) and the store level (e.g., store
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layout). The current study indicates that a virtual store can provide insightful information on consumer behaviour,
and can more accurately represent this behaviour than is accomplished with pictorial stimuli.
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